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Share your gifts and birth yourself into the world with the full moon and              
Mother/Lover. Define your signature essence, up-level your relationship with sacred technology,           

embody your wealth frequency, and know your value. With a generous spirit, you will become more                

visible.  

 

Open to receive the support of the Temple Body Arts Collective. Reach out to the               

Sisterhood and the extensive Temple Body Arts network. Recognize the value of these networks and               

how they can support you as you put yourself out there and create your offering. We are here to lift                    

each other and build community. We are birthing a new paradigm as sisters, one of collaboration over                 

competition. We recognize the importance of asking for help and support along the way, as we rise to                  

meet one another on this path.  

 

 

 



 

In the Mother/Lover Phase, the soil is most fertile for you to consciously conceive              

whatever you desire to birth. Harness your creative power to embody your signature soul essence and                

create your signature soul offering. As women, we have the power to create life.  

 

I invite you to approach your business as a conscious conception, which            
demands your creative fullness and commitment.  

 

Signature Essence - Your Brand Essence 
 
Your signature essence is the unique fingerprint and frequency that only           
you hold. Each of us has a unique creative spark that needs to be nurtured and expressed.  
 
“There is a vitality, a life force, an energy, a quickening that is translated through you 

into action, and because there is only one of you in all of time, this expression is unique. 

And if you block it, it will never exist through any other medium and it will be lost”.  

- Martha Graham, Mother of Modern Dance 

 
How you express yourself, share online, and move through the world represents your signature              

essence. Ultimately, you are your brand. As an Embodied Feminine Leader, your work is an expression of                 

your soul’s essence - it is who you are currently and who you are stepping into and becoming. Your                   

essence is who you are at the most fundamental level. In those full-body YES moments, when you are                  

ecstatically engaged and sharing your gifts, your Signature Essence is fully present.  

 

Your brand and signature essence magnetize and draw in your divine clients because             

who you are and what you offer mirrors what they are longing for in their own lives. The frequency of                    

your signature essence matches what your divine clients desire and wish to awaken within themselves.  

 

Practice: Signature Essence Keywords  
 
After completing the signature essence guided journey, connect to the keywords           

that you feel encompass the frequency of your essence. Consider the reflections you’ve received when               

you share your essence with the TBA Sisterhood or with your divine clients, friends, family, and                

community. What is reflected to you again and again?  

 

Write down the keywords to help reveal your Signature Essence:  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Practice: Create Your Signature Soul Essence Moodboard  
 

Use your visual content banks on Pinterest from Graceful Warrior to inspire            

you in creating your Signature Essence Board, a visual identity representing who you are and what you                 

offer. With Pinterest, consider the visual look and direction of your brand essence and use ‘pins’ that                 

include colors, textures, images, embodied feminine archetypes, types of content, typography, patterns,            

designs, etc. which visually represent your essence. 

 

You can also use this practice as a way of defining your unique archetypal energy. For example, perhaps                  

your signature essence is mirrored through the archetype of a sovereign queen, sensual/playful spirit,              

mystical/magical being, or a graceful warrior frequency, etc. Have fun. Discover the archetypes that you               

resonate with and identify with to connect to your unique energetic signature.  

 

For inspiration, you can see my mood board here: 
https://www.pinterest.com/sofiahthom/signature-soul-essence/. 

 

 
 
 
 
PREPARING TO BECOME VISIBLE 
 

As you get clearer on your Signature Essence, you must prepare yourself to become              

visible and embody your brand essence through how you dress, adorn, speak, walk, dance, and connect.                

In this technology age, the best way to gain visibility is online, so you need to begin preparing yourself to                    

show up and share consistently. We will go deeper into this concept in the Path to Purchase later in this                    

workbook. 
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Practice: Signature Essence PhotoShoot or Self-Portrait  

 
Get into the mindset of becoming visible by doing a photo-shoot and            
getting comfortable embodying your Signature Essence in front of an          
audience.  
 

Create a sacred and safe space for you to explore and express yourself. Have a               

tripod, friend, or photographer. Connect with your Signature Essence, bring out your inner archetype,              

adorn yourself, and dress the part. Move your body, shake out, stretch your face, pleasure yourself,                

whatever it takes to let go of inhibitions and play with the camera. Allow yourself to be seen in your full                     

expression of your Signature Essence. 

 
TIP: With close-ups, look into the camera, imagining that you are looking into your divine client's eyes.                 

Be mindful of natural light and lighting; avoid back-lit shots and shadows unless you are intentionally                

working with your silhouette. Golden hours (early in the morning or sunset) are ideal for capturing your                 

magic! 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sofiah Thom, Signature Essence Shoot with Natalia Chaparro 
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Mirroring 
 
One of the ways to experience your Signature Essence is through being            
mirrored by another. It can be hard for us to see ourselves in our full power and beauty                  

sometimes. You may find it difficult to see the real value you bring, the presence you hold, and the gifts                    

you carry. You may be able to see yourself more clearly through your sister's eyes or via people you                   

trust. As you grow, welcome reflections and feedback. It is important to discern who you can trust to be                   

a loving and honest mirror. 

 

 
Projection/Transference 

 

As you continue to put yourself out there online and show up in your fullness, you                

will receive beautiful reflections from your sisters and divine clients. You will also receive projections               

and judgments.  

As a leader, you are in the spotlight for receiving projections, also known as              
transference. Transference can show up in any realm; online from strangers or in-person with a               
divine client. When someone is triggered, they may direct unconscious feelings towards you, which              
usually stems from their past experiences with others, including authority figures, teachers, sisters,             
parents, or leaders.  

Standing as a leader requires cultivating clear boundaries and practicing not           
taking the projections of others personally. When transference shows up, it is best to stand back and                 
witness what is happening, rather than getting pulled into the play of emotions. It also requires being a                  
clear channel to avoid projecting your ideas of what you want others to experience.  

Connect to the Graceful warrior’s tools and resources to come back to            
center, because dealing with resistance and transference may take you off-center. Be gentle with              
yourself, knowing all these experiences are teachers for you on your path. 

 

 

The stronger you know who you are and what you stand for, the more 

unshakable you become when projections and judgments come your way. 
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Uplevel Your Wealth Frequency 

“If money was your lover what would it say about you?” - Rev. Deborah Johnson  

 
The more you share your signature essence and know the value of your gifts,              
the more you expand your wealth frequency. Money is an extension of your essence, and where you                 

spend your money and invest your resources reflects what you value. Money loves movement; it doesn’t                

like to be stagnant. As you invest in yourself and what you value, you create the space to receive more.                    

To experience your fullness, you must generously give to yourself that which 'fills you up.’ Trust that                 

money continues to flow to you. Relating with money is a dance of reciprocity and generosity; the more                  

you invest and give, the more you receive. The more you receive, the greater your ability to create the                   

income and impact you desire and deserve. 

 

Upleveling your wealth frequency is a daily practice. 
 

An essential aspect of up-leveling your wealth frequency is to examine where you             

stand in your current relationship with money and numbers. To be financially autonomous and create a                

positive relationship with numbers, you need to be realistic, pay attention to bank accounts, learn to                

budget, and manage your finances.  

 

An abundant mindset includes giving your attention to money, getting playful           

with numbers, and spending from a place of joy and gratitude. You can shift your relationship to how                  

you view money by choosing to root into the frequency of gratitude every time you relate with money.                  

Recognize that your wealth is beyond how much money is in your bank account and assets. Your wealth                  

also lies in your internal resources and what you offer - your time, presence, unique gifts, life                 

experience, relationships, community, love, health, mindset, and your Temple Body. Sally Kempton            

shares:  

 
“For many centuries, people have associated Goddess Lakshmi with abundance. Yet the message of              

Lakshmi is that abundance is not just an external force. Abundance is the natural expression of                

your own radiance—and the practices associated with Lakshmi are all about opening you to the               

light you carry. When you know how to invoke her effulgent presence through myth, meditation,               

and mantra it can activate forces within you that transform your approach to wealth, relationship,               

and creativity.” 

 

How will you uplevel your wealth frequency? Acknowledge the experience and gifts 

you are embodying that make you rich. List below your wealthy  inner and outer resources. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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“My presence is a gift.” 

Our presence is precious and valuable. Much like a garden, the seeds you water with your                

attention will blossom. Ask yourself, how do you value your time,  presence, and Temple Body?  

As you give your energy and attention to what you desire to create, it will grow                

and flourish. With the Mother/Lover, you develop your ability to create and receive more time, space,                

money, resources, and love to be full and radiant. In this journey, it is imperative to acknowledge our                  

shadows and let go of any stories or feelings of lack, scarcity, and ‘not-enoughness.’ We will go deeper                  

into rewriting our stories with Wild Woman.  

 

We are redefining what it means to be a woman blessed with good fortune              
and wealth. We are in a new era as women. We value and discover more of our unique gifts to                    

create wealth and abundance in addition to our generous gifts of motherhood, family roles, and               

responsibilities.  

 
Create an abundant mindset around your gifts. As you begin to share your offering              

and witness the transformation that occurs, you get to experience your gifts’ value and develop the                

confidence it takes to charge what your offering is worth. As you claim your value and power living                  

within your Temple Body, you shift your inner state of being and uplevel your wealth frequency. As you                  

embody your signature essence and wealth frequency, you become more magnetic and begin to attract               

your divine clients toward you with ease and grace.  
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Practice: Make love to numbers 

Money loves attention and energy flows where attention goes. Give your           
attention to the flow of money. 

1. Celebrate and list below all the ways you invest in yourself. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Do a gratitude dance any time money flows in. The more you celebrate all the ways money flows in 

and out, the more the currency of money will flow abundantly.  

As you gain clarity on your Signature Soul Offering, you will need to create a positive relationship with                  

money to understand how to best value and price your Offering. Begin cultivating that relationship now                

by recognizing and celebrating money and all the wealth in your life. 

 

 Signature Soul Offering: your monetizable Program 
As the Mother/Lover, it is time to offer your gifts to the world. What is the                

essence that you are here to bring?  

Wherever you are, your inspiration comes from your life experience and all the             

work you have done. Your Soul Offering is a monetizable program that is based on your Signature                 

Essence. What do you embody and hold that your divine client wants? Your offering is an opportunity to                  

weave your experience and wisdom into a program that will support others' transformation and provide               

you financial abundance. Start with what you already embody now, and trust that you will continue to                 

evolve, shift, and expand as you create and lead others.  

There are different ways to get started, gain confidence in sharing your offering, and              

develop your capacity to hold space as an Embodied Feminine Leader. Depending on your line of work,                 

the best place to start is either with a single 1:1 session or group sessions if you feel more drawn to work                      

with multiple people at once. Some good examples of Group Sessions include Online/Live Circles,              

Workshop, or an Online Challenge.  

If you are already confident and experienced in leading groups and private            
sessions, your next step in leveraging your time and creating the income you desire is birthing either a                  

1:1 transformational program or group program spanning over 3 - 12 months. 
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Types Of Signature Soul Offerings 
 

1. 1:1 Session (beginner)  
If you are just getting started with facilitation and mentorship, 1:1 sessions are a perfect way to get 

experience by meeting somebody exactly where they are and guiding them through mindset, 

embodiment, and practical steps to make shifts in their life. This is a place to leverage the skills you 

already have, such as yoga teacher, reiki master, oracle, etc. 

 
2. Online or LIVE Circle  (beginner) 

If you are just starting in facilitating experiences or want to build more awareness and visibility, an                 

online circle or gathering is a great place to begin. For example, hosting and leading New Moon and Full                   

Moon Circles are an accessible way to build community, credibility, and develop your skills and               

experience in holding space and facilitating a group.  

 

To incorporate TBA into your offering, use the themes of the archetypes for these Moon Gatherings. 

For example, Sacred Dreamer - New Moon  |  Mother/Lover - Full Moon.  

 

3. Workshop (beginner) 
Like online circles, offering a workshop is great when you have more confidence and experience with a                 

specific topic or practice and positions you more as a leader. Creating a workshop provides an                

opportunity to go deeper into one of your medicine pillars and build credibility within that domain. A                 

TBA-inspired workshop will take participants on an experiential journey to embody one of your medicine               

pillars and come away transformed. 

 

4. Online Transformational Journey (beginner) 
An online journey or invitation, also known as a challenge, is centered around educating and building                

awareness of your offering and allows you to engage people online. Usually, it is a longer time frame and                   

requires a daily commitment from you and participants. An online invitational journey intends to gather               

as many people as possible and position yourself as a leader on the theme and topic you invite your                   

participants to engage in.  

 

A 21-day invitation on FB, IG, or online event is a powerful way to build your audience and tribe, leaving                    

your niche and potential divine clients feeling transformed and desiring more. In a transformational              

invitation or event, collaborating with other feminine leaders and Temple Body sisters is a fun way to                 

build more credibility, awareness, and offers exposure to more potential divine clients.  

 

When starting, invitations are generally FREE in the Mother/Lover spirit of generosity to build your               

audience and tribe. The wealth that you gain from a free offering is increasing your visibility and                 

credibility as a leader. 
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5. 1:1 transformational program (Advanced) 

Creating a 1:1 Transformational Program, spanning 8-13 weeks, is an opportunity to gain experience in               

mentoring and leading others in a deeper way over time. Through this experience, you gain clarity on                 

your skills and how you can bring your experience to meet someone else’s and guide them through a                  

customized transformation unique to their needs, challenges, goals, desires, and longing, etc. You can              

create it as you go, in response to the needs and shifts occurring in your clients. Here your presence and                    

ability to build relationships and create rapport is essential.  

 

To incorporate TBA into your offering, use your Sacred Why and Medicine Pillars to build the foundation                 

for the transformational program. Incorporate the practices you embody.  

 

6. transformational group program (advanced) 

Once you have experience with 1:1 clients, you can create a group journey addressing key challenges                

and shared themes that arose from your 1:1 clients. Your level of curriculum and depth of the                 

transformation you offer will come from experience and develop over time as you create content and                

facilitate experiences for your divine clients. 

 

A general structure for a group program can be modeled from our trimesters in Temple Body Arts,                 

offering material and a live call each week focused on a different topic or theme. A foundational                 

structure would include an opening call, modules, closing call, and integration call. The modules and               

journey explore your medicine pillars or a particular medicine pillar on a deeper level, incorporating               

wisdom, experiential practices, and group connection. To open and close your offering and journey, set               

aside special calls so that participants can get to know you and one another at the start and leave room                    

for a sense of completion and ending together as you close. In the closing, consider integration and                 

follow up practices to support participants to anchor into the experience and continue to weave               

transformation into their daily life. 

 

For this level of journey, you may create a syllabus that guides your offering the whole way through (we                   

can call this the score) and gives participants a clear idea of what they will explore, learn, and receive. It                    

reflects the benefits and details. However, you will want to create a syllabus and score that leaves space                  

for you to attune to the group, adapt, design, and go deeper as you go through the modules and live                    

calls. More details in how to create a transformational program will follow in the Wild Woman Cycle, for                  

now, focus on the essence of your offering and the journey you are inspired to lead.  
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Melissa Robin, Temple Body Initiation 2018 

 
Transformation And Commitment 

In offering transformative journeys, connect to the end goal: How will your divine client's life be                

different at the end of your program? What lies as the end goal and result? What transformation will                  

have occurred in their life?  

 

Transformation takes time. The longer the commitment, the more transformation possible. And you will              

need to inspire your clients to show up and create the change themselves. You will see more                 

transformation with longer courses, so you don’t want to focus on single sessions. Usually, to experience                

the lasting value your offering provides, you will need to guide your clients through a journey over time. 

 

Starting with a pilot program 

A pilot program is a small scale free or low cost program, where the goal is to experiment, and learn                    

what works and what doesn’t. Offering pilot programs is a great way to build confidence through                

experience, gain testimonials, and attract potential divine clients. If you are not a trained coach or                

mentor, it is essential to develop your experience and trust in your skills*. As you experience the                 

transformation in your clients, you will come to know your value as a leader and embody more                 

confidence in leading groups.  

 
Important Note about Coaching and Therapy  
If you are not a certified life coach or therapist, it is crucial to focus on the educational components of                    

your offering and teach from your own experience. Know the boundaries of your offering and what is                 

outside your scope of practice and considered coaching or therapy.  
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Template for Your Signature Soul Offering 

 

Offering Title: ____________________________________________________________________ 

Short description of Offering:   __________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Platform / Location:______________________________________________________________ 

Dates & Times (Duration of Offering):  ___________________________________________ 

Your Sacred Why:  ________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Your Divine Client/ Niche Description:  __________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Min and Max Number of People:  __________________________________________________ 

Benefits/ Results/ Transformation you provide:  ________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Cost: _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Magnetic Message & Invitation:  __________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Medicine Pillars/Themes:   _________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

features/ Key Practices:   __________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Outline of Structure: (Opening, Modules, Closing, Integration)  ___________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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